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0 Introduction
T h e aim of this paper is a modest one. In what follou-s, we will argue that if one takes
into consideration certain constructions involving interrogatives, a flexible approach to
the relationship between syntactic categories and semantic types may be of great help.
More in particular, we will tr>-to show that if one uscs something like an orthodox
intensional type theory as one's se~nantictool, a more liberal association bctwccn
syntactic categories and semantic types becomes imperative. Howcver, we will also
see that such flexibility is by no means easily introduced into thc grammar, and that it
nceds to be properly checked in order to avoid undesirable eonsequcnces.
T h e paper tries to make b o ~ ha descriptive and a mcthodological point. First of all,
we want LO demonstrate that type-shifting rules, when combined with general notions
of coorclination and entailment, are useful tools in the semantic description of various
constructions involving interrogati~es.And second, we hope to show that they arc
important n~ethodologicaltools as well, which can guide us in finding the proper
semantic types for interrogatives, and in arriving at a "unification" of the two major
approaclles to the semantics of interrogatives: the catcgorial approach and thc propositional approach.
T h e constructions involving interrogiltivcs which we will bc conccl-ned with in this
paper, are mainly coordination of interrogatives ancl entailment I-elations between
them. Coordinated in~errogatives,i.e, conjunctions, sequences, and disjunctions of'
intcrrogatives, may appear to be pretty- rare phcilomena and not be worthy of too
much attention. Similarly, entailment between interrogatives may seem a qucstionablc
thing. Entailnlent is defined in terins of truth (conditions), and arcn't questions the
prime example of sentences that are not true or fcllse.>True, but there are Inally other
liinds of expressions hat, ils such, cannot be said to be true or false either, but of which
we can meaningfully sa!- that the one does (or does not) entail the other. In fi~ct,this
holds for all conjoinable expressions, i.c. all expressions of a scinantic type of the form
(. . . t ) . For all such types one can define in a general schematic way, what coordination,
conjunction and disjunction, within such typcs amounts to. 111 a similar way, n general
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definition can be given for erltailment which tells us h r any two exprcssions of any
particular conjoinable type under what conditioils the one entails thc other. T h c
inductive basis of this clefinition is, as is to be expected, that of entailment between
exprcssions of tj-pe 1 , entailment between indicative sentences.
Entailment is a fundamental semantic notion. Other basic semantic notions, such as
synonymy, antinomy and meaning overlap, can be defincd in terms of it. And in
descriptive semantics, one of the major goals is to account for semantic phenomena
in terms of these and similar notions. I'his holds for interrogative constructions as
much as it does for the inore familiar indicative ones.
Being the fundamental senlantic notion that it is, entailment, especially when it is
coinbiilcd with generalized notions of coordination, is also an important methodological
and heuristic tool. Semantic theories can be evaluated with its help, and this holds for
theories of the semantics of interrogatives, too. If a particular theory assigns a certain
kind of scmantic object, of a certain semantic typc, to interrogati~esentences, we can test
it by applying these general definitions, and see ivl~etherthe interpretation it givcs to
coordinated intcrrogatives and the predictions concerning entailment relations it n~akcs
on the basis of thcse definitions, stand to reason. Consequently, entailment anit generalized coordination will help to find the right scnlantic tyyes for interrogative sentcnces,
and the right Lind of semantic objects within thcse tj-pes to serve as their interpretation.
\hlc will argue that the most adequate theory will assign a number of different
semantic types to interrogatives, depending on the syntactic construction in which
they occur. Type-shifting rules will play an important role in incorporating the results
in the grammar. One of the most striking features of type-shifting is that it nllo\\,s for
flexibility in associating semantic: interpretations with expressions. Vl'ith t l ~ chelp of
pencrally defined semantic operations, a basic interpretation of an espression can be
lifted and shifted to derived interpretations. So, one and the same expression can llave ;I
wide iwicty of possible intcrprctations, which can be chosen from in different contests.
Type-shifting can be put to different uses. E.g., as a descriptive tool, it plays a role in
the analysis of coordination. Let us give a familiar exsmplc. For reasons of simplicitj
and cleganee, it is attracti~eto assign to proper names, and possibl!- certain other NP's
as well, a semantic object of type e as their basic interpretation. This cannot be the only
type for propcr names, horn-ever, since the?- can also be conjoined with other proper
names, and with other kinds of NP's. Type e is not the sight type to appl\.-coordination
to. l'hcrefore, in the context of coordination proper na~ncsshould rather be interpreted
as denoting the set of properties of an object of t 3 . p ~e. 1.e. we need a scco~ld
interpretation of proper names, that of objects of type ( ( e , ~ ) , r ) which
,
is also thc
lowest possible type for quantified NP's. We will see that, for similar reasons, such
shifting in meaning is also recluired for coordination of interrogatives.
Apart from this rather "standard" use of tvpe-shifting in the sun~anticsof interrogatives, involving well-known lifting and shifting yrinciplcs, there is something nlol-c.
Among the proposed senlantic theories for interrogatives, two approaches can be distinguished: the categorial approach and the propositional approach. One rnajor difference
between thc two is that they assign different types to intcrmgativcs. So, one may rush to
conclude, "(at least) one of them must be wrong". No, not necessarily so, according to n
flexible, typc-shifting methodology. If the types employed by each of the two approachcs
can be related to each other by means of a significant uniform semantic operation, both
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might prove to be (at least) partially right. We want to argue that there are reasons to look
upon things this way. PVe will show that the successes and failures of thc catcgorinl
approach and those of the propositional approach are complementarj-, and that by
providing a more flexible theory that combines the two, we can add up their successes
and eliminate their failures. However, a l t h o u ~ hwe will see that such a unification of the
two approaches is possible, the cluestion remains whcthcr the semantic operation that is
needed to get from the categorial type of interpretation to the propositional ripe, can
really be viewed as a general type-shifting procedure. It certainly is not an orthodox one,
and one lllight say that rather than adducing further support for a flexible approach, it
raises foundational questions. If a flexible approach is to be more than a nlere technical
descriptive device, i.e. if it is to be part of a substantial theory about the relationship
between syntax and semantics, it has to be based on restrictive principles.
T h c paper is organized as follo\vs. In section 1 \ye give a rough sketch of the ideas
underlying the categorial and propositional approaches, outline why the two cannot be
straightforwardly combined, and indicate how this problem can be solvcd. Section 2
deals with coordination of interrogatives and entailments between t h c n ~ and
, discusses
the various t p e s in which interrogatives should be analyzed. In section 3, a flexible
approach is developed which deals with the filcts discussed in section 2 and which
overcomes the difficulties indicated in section 1. Section 4, finally, sums up the results.
A final remark in this section concerns terminology. In what follom-s, we shall use the
phrase inlevrognlice to refer both to interrogative complements and to interrogative
scntcnces. Further, we shall discriminate between senlcntirrl and ~.ons/i/uellljnterro~4ti\-cs meanins expressions such as "Does John love Mary?" and "whether John loves
Marv" bv the former, and constructions such as "MTho atc the cake.?", and "who
bought tvhich books where" by the former (using the phrasc n-c.ortsriturnl (intcrroptive) to indicatc the number of wh-phrases that occur in an interrogative). Finally, it
should be notcd that intfrrugtctive shall denote linguistic expressions, wl~ilcyu~s\ioti is
rescrved for the semantic objects they express.'

1 Caterpillars and Butterflies
1.1 Introduction
In this section wc \\rill outline two appsoaches to the semantics of interrogtivcs and the
question-answer relation. Each of these two approaches, we will argue, solves somc
important issues, yet, oil the fi~ceof it, the tn-o are incompatible. However, 1t.e ivill
sl~oviithat if we take n flexible view, the conflict may be an appl-vent one, and that a
type-shifting process may serve to unifq- the insights of both.
T h e situation we will sketch, bears a striking resemblance to the situation one finds
in the semantics of noun phrases. Concerning the latter, Barbara Partee writes in her
1986 paper (which was a source of inspiration for the present paper):
'I'he goal [ . . . ] is to attempt a rcsolutioll of thc apparent conflict between txvo i~pproaches
[ ... 1. 1 believe that thc most iniportanr insights of both sides arc basically correct and
mutually compatible. T o try to show this, 1 \\ill draxx- on nancl extend the idea of general
type-shifting principles [ . . . 1. (Yartee 1986, p. 1 15)
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'Thc tmro approaches we will discuss, can be dubbed the ~utegoriwland the proposiliolral
approach. In the former much ernyh~sisis placed on the differences in syntactic
category and semantic type between different kinds of intersogativcs, whercas in the
latter the postulate of a uniform, propositional, type is the starting point. Our own
analysis, if it is successful, will be one that covers both, in the sense that it ivill allow us
r o treat interrogatives in a variety of types, which are systcmatieallv rclatcd to each
other. Such an analysis would provide additional support for the kind of use of typeshifting that was made for the first time by Partec in her diseussion of NP-interpretations, a kind of use that considers type-shifting as an explanatory device, rather tliaii as
a descriptive tool.

1.2 The categorial and the propositional approach
If we restrict ourselves to the (modcl tlicoretic) semantics proper of intersogativcs, two
main approaches call be distinguished: the catcgorial and the propositional approach.
Disregarding details of concrete iinplementation (at least fbr the moment), they can be
charactcrizcd as follows.
O n the categorial view, the main semantic property of an interrogative is that it is
in some sense an "incomplete" object. This object requires for its completion an
answcr. Diffcrent kinds of interrogatives, it is observed, call for different kinds of
ansmrcrs. Sentential interrogatives, for example, are characteristically answered by
"Yes." or "No. ", and constituent interrogatives are typically followed by constituents
such as "John,", "In the park.", "John, by Mary.", and so on. These constituents
do not form a homogeneous category. Some are terms, others adverbs, and others
again, like "John, by Mary.", are of a category not ordinarily h u n d in sentence
grammar.
Still, in the context of an interrogative, all these different kinds of constituents are
meant to convey information, to express a proposition. And, of coursc, ivliich proposition a characteristic linguistic answer expresses dcpends on the interrogative it is
meant to ans\i7er. On thc categorial approach this is accounted for by analyzing
intesrogatives and answers in such a iv3y that the!; fit togcther and make up a
proposition. Hence, since consti ti~en
t answers arc of all kinds of di fcerent categories,
different kinds of interrogatives are to be of different categories as well.
Taking the orthodox vieiv, on which there is a fixed category-to-type correspondence, this mcans that the following general principle undel-lies categorial theories: /lrp
.x)~i/tol.til.
c-ntegoql and thp S C I I Z N I / ~ ~1L y. p ~(~f'i~i~i.r.og~1tiz1e.s
C~W
( I ~ I P ~ I I I /!)I
~ I II ~PL ~' ~ ' ~ ~ l c gunl/
oi:)~
type of' their. ~-hurr~l.ic~tstic
I I ~ I ~ U ~ Snnsn7er.s.
~ZL.
This gencral idea leaves rooin for many
different implementations, but all theories have in common that intcrrogntivcs arc
treated ils relational expressions, expressing 17-place relations, and that constituent
answers serve to fill in the argument places.
T h e other kind of approach, the propositional one, takes a different view on thc
scmailtic contcnt of interrogatives. Answers to interrogatives, it is obscrved again,
convey information, hence the)- are taken to express propositions. C:onsequently, the
answerhood conditions of an interrogative are a detern~inationof which proposition(s)
count(s) as answei-(s)to it. From this point ofvic\\7, the semantic contcnt oEall kinds of
intcrrogativcs can and must be ailalyzed in a uniform way, viz. in tcrms of propositions.
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In view of this, there is no reason not to consider interrogativcs of different kinds to
form a homogelieous category.
So, the gist of the propositional approach can be formulated in the following gencral
principle: int~vryqnti~les
ore of'n unijorm syntactic catego!)! llnd a un?/irrrnt,ypr, ~ h srrt~antic
r
i?ztcrpret'lntinngi71ing I ~ lP~ . n . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~conrli~ions.
r h o o ( i Again, this idea can be worked out in a
number of different Brays. In most cases, the meaning of an interrogative is taken to be a
function .cvhicl-~determines for each possible world a (set of) proposition(s) which
constitute(s) the true semantic answer(s) to that interrogative in that world. 'l'hc
differences between thc various individual theories mainly reside in what truc scnlantic
answers are taken to be.
As we said above, the situation we are confi-onted with in developing a semantic
theory for interrogatives resembles the situation concerning the semantic interpretation
of noun phrases which Partee analyzes in Partee (1986). Tliere are two radically
different approaches, each one based on an intuitively clear idea, and each one capable
of explaining an interesting and important class of phenomena. Each approach makes
predictions about the kind of semantic object that an interrogative represents, arid these
predictions are incompatible, if, that is, one takes the orthodox view on the relationship
between syntactic categories and semantic types. If one assumes that to each syntactic
category there corresponds a unique semantic type, the two approaches are incon~patible in two ways: the propositional one postulates a uniform semantic type, whereas the
categorial one assumes interrogatives to be of a large number of different types; and
even taking only one kind of interrogative into consideration, the two will not meet,
since on the categorial approach an interrogative expresses an 11-place relation, ~vhercas
in the propositional approach it determines a (set of) proposition(s).
1-Iowever, if w-c take a closer look at the phenomena that each of these al>proaclies
deals with successfully, it can be observed that these are largely complementary. Hence,
there is good reason to suppose that the incompatibility between thc two is only an
apparent one which originates from the assumption that there is such a thing as tlre
semantic type of an interrogative, and that oncc this assumption is given up, thc two
can fruitfullj~be combined. In effect, this is what we want to argue for. So, let us first
turn to the alleged colnplementarity of the two approaches.

1.3 A puzzling situation
In order to get a clearer picture of what exactly is going on, let us start by formulating
two intuitively plausible recluireli~e~lts
that a semantic analysis of interrogativcs slioulcl
meet. (This is not to suggest that this is all there is to such an analysis, but it suffices for
our present purposes.) T h e first requirement concerns the question-answer relation as
a linguistic relation, i.e. as a relation between an intcrrogative and its characteristic
linguistic answers. It is the demand that the semantic content of the interrogative, and
the semantic content of the constituent that forms a linguistic answer, togcther
determine the semantic content of that linguistic answer.
T h e second, cclually plausible, requirement is that a semantics of intersogativcs
should give a proper account of systematic semantic relationships that exist bctwccn
interrogatives (and between interrogativcs and indicatives). Especially in the cnsc of
interrogatives, where intuitions about the kind of semantic object that is thcir propcr
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interpretation are slim, meaning relations are the prime data to bc accounted for. A
central relationship between interrogatives is the one that holds if every complete and
true answer to the first also gives a complete and true ansurer to the second. In effect,
onc might dub this "entailment" between intcrrogatives. 'This relation holds, e.g.,
between "Who will go to the party? And what will they bring along?" and "Who mill
go to the party?", and between the latter interrogative and "Will John go to the party?".
It will need no argumentation that a categorial theory will be able to meet the first
requirement, at least in principle, since it assigns to an inteuogativc a semantic tjrpe
which, when it is combined with the type of its characteristic linguistic answcrs,
"cancels out" to t . And it will also be clear that, again at least in principle, a propositional theory will be able to meet the second requirement, for it identifies the semantic
content of an interrogative with its answerhood conditions, and stipulates a uniform
semantic type, to which a generalized notion of entailment may be applied in a
straightforward way. And it is exactly the kature of a categorial theory that enables
it to meet the first requirement hat makes it doomed to fail on the second. For in a
categorial approach a multiplicity of types of interrogatives is postulated chat matches
the multiplicity of types of constituents that form thcir characteristic linguistic
answers. And it is this multiplicity of types that prevents the application of any
standard notion of entailment, since entailment is typically a relationship between
expressions of one and the same type.
We can illustrate the rather paradoxical situation we find ou~.selvesin as follows.
Suppose there are two interrogatives that are equivalent under the notion of entailment
indicated above, i.e. for which it holds that each complete and true answer to the first
gives a complete and true answer to the second, and vice versa. And suppose further
that there is a characteristic linguistic answer that as an answer to the first interrogative
conveys different information, expresses another proposition, than it does ss an answcr
to the second. If such a situation exists, it is clear that neither a propositional nor a
categorial theory will be able to deal with it. For the first assumption implies that on the
propositional theory the semantic content of the two interrogatives is the same. I-Ience,
combining it with the semantic content of one and the same constituent cannot but give
the same result in both cases. O n the other hand, a categorial theory might very well
cope with the second assumption, but only in virtue of failing to deal 1vit11 the first. For
accounting for the fact that the constituent answer expresses different propositions in
each of thc two cases, requires giving the two interrogatives a different interprctation,
thus failing to account for their assunled equivalence.
Examples of such pairs of interrogatives are not only theoretically possible, they
actually exist. A simple case, involving almost no assunlptions about the details of an
actual propositional or categorial theory, is the following. Take the taro interrog-ativcs:
"Who of John, Bill and Mary will go to the party?" and "LVlio of John, Bill and Mary
will not go to the party?". These two are equivalent in the sense that they have the same
answerhood conditions. Each proposition which complctcl!: settles the first question,
also fully answers he second one, and vice versa. However, a constitucnt answer like
"John and Bill." expresses a different proposition according as to which interrogative it
is used to answer. In the first case it expresses that John and Bill are the ones that will
attend the party, whereas in the second case it conveys the information that John and
Bill are the ones that won't go to the party.
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As we said, this situation is rather puzzling. We have formulated two reasonable
requirements on semantic theories for intesrogatives, and we seem to have found out
that a scmantic analysis that meets the onc cannot at the same time meet the other. So
what arc wc to do?
There are many ways in which one might react to this predicament. Before briefly
discussing three of them, we want to point out the following. It should be borne in mind
that we are not discussiilg actual theories here, but overall approaches. And we take it for
granted that thc insights on which the two approachcs are founded are basically sound. In
fact, the sounclness of the ideas underlying the two approaches is rcflected, we feel, in the
plausibility of the two requiremcnts we have singled out and discussed. Of course, both
kinds of theories are wrong in so far as they take their respective starting points to say ull
there is to say about the nleaning of' interrogatives. That is exactly what the paradox
shows. But, we thiilk that this should not lead one to reject the underlying ideas as
basically correct insights about rlspccts of the meaning of interrogatives.
Now, we can envisage (at least) three different reactions. T h e first one runs along thc
following lines. It hooks on LO the failure of the propositional approach to meet the first
requirement. Logical equivalence, so it goes, is simply not a sufficient condition for
sameness of semantic content (sameness of nleaning). Rather, meaning is a more finegrained notion, and what the first requirement amounts to is that in the case of
interrogatives it should be at least so finely structured that within the overall meaning
of an interrogative, which in the propositional approach gives the answerhood conditions, we can distinguish as a distinct "part" the n-place relation that the categorial
approach considers to be the semantic interpretation. So, instead of the usual iinstruct u r d notion of a function fkom worlds to (sets ot) propositions, onc should use
structurcd meanings, interpreted derivation trees, or lvhat have you.
We feel that the use of structured meanings that this reaction proposes to make, is
improper, or, at least, is not in line with the usual motivation fbl- using structurcd
meanings. In the analysis of propositional attitudes, somc have proposed the use of
structured meanings, because they feel that in such contexts, which, on their view, are
essentially tied up with mental representations, we nced not just the semantic content
of an cxpression, but also its semantic structure, assuming that this structure and our
mental representation bear enough resemblance to let the one go proxy for the other.
However, such use of structured meanings differs essentially from the one proposed
above. There, no use of the structure of the entire meaning is made as such, it is only
used to get at a certain part of the meaning that helped to gcnerate it. Once you've got
hold of the relevant part, the rest of the structure can be discarded. T o our minds, this
goes against what our two requiremcnts actually state about the meaning of an
interrogative. They arc both requirements on one and the same notion of meaning.
For consider what will happen if we follow this strategy in the case at hand.
According to the proposed strategy, wc nced the meaning of a predicate (to meet the
first requirement), and we need the meaning of a sentential structure (to meet
the second one). In both cases, the meanings we use, are "normal" unstructured
meanings, i.e. intensions. It is only by means of a trick that the two are unified. T h e
two separate, unstructured intensions arc rake11 together in one "structured meaning",
but to our minds, this is just a cosmctic movc, for no structure of the meaning as such is
used in any essential way (in fact, we just use a pair of intensions as the meaning).
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So, we feel, there are theoretical reasons to be dissatisfied with this appcal to the
notion of structured meaning for this particular problcm. On the practical side, it may
bc remarked that it may lead to a thcory that, extensionally, so to speak, meets the two
requirements. Howcver, structured meanings are no sure cure for any propositional
theory. It depends on the way in which such a theory derives its function from worlds
to (sets of) propositions whether, taken as structured objccts, they do contain thc
required relations as retrievable parts. For example, quantificational propositional
theories, such as Karttunen's and Bennett and Belnap's, may structure their meanings
any way they like, the required relations just ain't in there.
T h e second possible reaction we want to discuss, starts from the categorial point of
view, i.e. it takes illterrogatives basically as expressing- n-placc relations. T h e diagnosis
it gives for the failure of this approach to meet the second requirement, that of
accounting for entailment between interrogatives in a general, non ad hoc way, is
that it lacks a uniform type to associate with different kinds of interrogatives. Now,
property theory is designed to provide such a uniform type, for it allows for thc
possibility of analyzing expressions which are of different types in the ordinary vicw,
as being of one and thc same type, vix. that of entities. This suggcsts that the two
semantic objects we need in our semantic analysis of interrogatives can be gotten as
special instances of the general relationship that exists between abstract ohjccts and the
corresponding relational "entities".
However, a uniform type is one thing that is needed in order to be able to satisfy the
second requirement, but it is not sufficient. What is needed on top of it, is an
cntailment structure on (the relevant part of) the domain of objects. And the main
question is how to get the proper structure. One kind of structure we need to impose on
the donlain of objects anyway, is the structure that is inherited from the original
domains of the respective relational types of entities. For example, we can view
propositions as objects, and these objects will bear structurally the same relations to
one another as their propositional counterparts. And the same goes for one-placc
properties, two-place relations, and so on. Idowever, it must be clear that this kind of
structure of the respective parts of the domain of objects \\-ill be of no use at all for
accounting for meaning rclations between interrogati~es.First of all, the structures in
question remain restricted each to their own subdomain. If we identify these subdomains with sorts, m-e can exprcss this by saying that these relationships arc essentially
"intra-sortal". But, and this is the important point, entailment relations between
interrogatives are cross-categorial relationships, and licnce \vould have to be "crosssortal" relationships on the entity domain in this approach. And second, the intsasortal relationships we do get, are not the proper ones to account for cntailment
betnrecn interrogatives of the samc kind. For example, sentcntial interrogatives are
not related by entailment to each other (e.g., "whcther 4" and "\vlicther cf, and !I/'' do
not entail one another), but the corresponding propositions (in the example, "that dl"
and "that cf, and $"), and hence the corresponding pl-opositional objects, have a very
rich entailment structure. It seems that the only nray to get the proper cross-sortal
relationships on the one domain of objects, is tlisough an analysis (at some lcvel) of
interrogatives as objects of a propositional type.
Of course, this does not show that intcrrogatil-es can't be, or shouldn't be, analyzed
as entity denoting expressions. On the contrary, it can be argued that in certain
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constructions and relations in which they enter, it is profitablc to analpze thcni as
denoting an object. But what it does show is that such an analysis will not solve our
present problem. We still need the two kinds of semantic objects that thc categorial
approach and the propositional approach postulate. Property theory will enable us to
analyze both (also) as abstract objects, and this may be uscful, but it does not enable us
to avoid postulating a propositional type of semantic object, besides a variety of
relational types, as an interpretation of interrogatives.
T h e third reaction is the one that wc think is most adequate. It anal>-zcsthe situation
in terms of type sl-rifting.T h e paradox occurs, so it goes, because in both rcqi~irerncnts
mention is made of "the meaning of", or "the semantic interpretation of" intcrrogatives. T h e propositional approach assigns a uniform type to all intcrrogatitcs, and,
disregarding ambiguities, in that type each has a unique semantic interpretation. T h c
categorial view postulates various semantic types, but each kind of interrogative occurs
in one type only. And again, in that type it has a unique semantic interprctation. So,
both approaches takc it for granted that each particular interrogative belongs to a
unique type and, in that type, has a unique interpretation. If we want to stick to that,
the paradox is unavoidable. Or, to put it differently, the paradox shows that this is
something w e should not take for granted. What the paradox indicates is that interrogatives are among those natural language expressions which do not have a unique
interpretation in a unique type. Rather, taking different perspectives, such expressions
can be said to have different (but related) meanings, that arc of different types.
So, the third strategy proposes to solvc the apparent paradox b~ introducing a
relativization to a perspcctive, In this case, it claims that the t n o requircn~entsare
cquallv reasonable, but are madc from different perspectives, taking different constructions as their starting point, and hence are requirements on different domains. Interrogatives have to be analyzed in (at least) two different domains, as expressions of (at.
least) tn-o different types. On the one hand, they have a clearly relational meaning, as is
most prominently sl~ownin the way in which the; interact with thcir characteristic
linguistic answers. On the other hand, they also behavc as propositional objects, and it
is as objects of the latter type that they enter into systematic relationships, such as
entailment, to each other. (In section 2.3 we \%-illsee that interrogatives belong to other
domains as well.)
Within a certain conception of how to incorporate such flexibility into the gran1mar,
about which we \+-illsay some more in section 3.3, this implies that thc onc major
sq-ntactic category of interrogatives has to be associated with different semantic types.
And each individual iilterrogative \\rill have to he given an interpretation in a suitable
relational type, and also an interpretation in a i1nifol.m propositional type. An additional requirement is that these two interpretations be systen~aticallyrelated.
Giving up the assuinption of a unique interpretation in a uiiiquc type ~ncansthat thc
two intuitive rccluirements on the semantics of interrogatives have to be rephrased
along the following lines. T h e first requirement now rcads that an interrogative has to
be analyzed as being of (among others) such a type that its semantic content as itn
expression of that type and the semantic content of the constituciit that forms it
linguistic answer together determine the proposition cxprcsscd by that linguistic
answer. And the second requirement will now state that interrogatives also have to
bc analyzed as expressions of one uniform type in which a proper account of thcil-
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sj-stenlatic semantic relationships, in particular of thcir entailment structure, can be
given. And the concept of a flcxible granlmar adds to these the additional requirctnenr
that these two should be systcmatical1~-related.
In order to gct a clearcr view 011 what a flesiblc analysis of interrogatives amounts to,
we will first concentrate on an area where the use type-shifting and flexibility is inore
familiar, \-iz. coordination. We discuss various F~ctsand their conscq ucnces in section
2, and outlinc a flexible framework in sections 3.1 and 3.2. 111section 3.3, we will return
to the possibility of implementing the third strategy to solve our puzzling situatioi~.

2 Coordination, Entailment and Types
2.1 Coordination
011e has to k with a lot of questions, and solnetin~csone cannot wait to havc them
answered only one by one. In such situations, one map usc a conjunction (or sequcncc)
of interrogatives. :In example of such a conjunction, and of thc way in which it can be
answered is gii-ell in (I):
(1) \Vhom does John love? And whom docs A4ary love?
-John loves Suzy and Rill. And Mary loves Rill and Peter.
In this exanlplc a simple conjuncti\-e sequence of two iiltcrrogati\:cs is given, which, as
the answer that follows it shows, in filct poses two separate questions: the spcaker wants
to know both whom John lo\:es, a i d whoin Mary loves.
Another example of an interrogative that ii~volvesconjunction is (2):

Example (2) is ambiguous between what wrc call a r1jrec.l reading, on which it is
equivalent with (3):

(3) W-ho is such that both John and M a p love h i n ~ / h e r ?
and what we call its prrir-liii reading, on which it means the sanie as (1) above, i.e. on
which it aslis for a specification of the individuals that John lo\~cs,and for a specificstion of thosc that arc loved by Mary.
A similar ambiguity can be observed in interrogatives such as (4):

I

I
11
I

i

(4) \IZThomdoes every man love?
This example, too, has a direct reading and a pair-list reading, as the fi~llowing
paraphrases, and the corresponding ansm-crs, illustrate:

(4)

(a) N7ho is such that ever!. man loves hirn/her?
- Peter and Rilary .

;

1
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(4) (b) \Whom docs Peter love? And whom does Bill love? And . . .
- Peter loves Mary. And Bill loves Suzy and Fred. ,4nd . . .
,4n interesting point to note is that on its pair-list reading, as paraphrased in (4) (a), (4)
behaves like (5). T h e latter is a two-constituent interrogati\;e, i.e. an interrogative
containing two wh-phrases. i2lthougli (4) on thc relevant reading contains only one
\vh-term, it is answered in the same way as (5):

( 5 ) Whom does which man love?
(5) asks for is a specification of a list of pairs of individuals .v and , ) I , \vliere .I, is a
man and .y an individual such that s loves ,)I. T h e same holds fbr (1)on its reilding (I)),
which is whj- it is called what it is callcd.
_4n example of a disjunction of interrogatives is given in (6):

(6) Whom does John love? Or, whom does Mary love?
- John loves Suzy and Hill.
-- Marj- lakes Bill and Peter.
John loves Suzy and Bill, and Mary loves Bill and Peter.
-

Disjunctions of interrogatives, like their conjuncti\-e counterparts, formulate two
separate questions, hut, unlike conjunctions, they posc only one: they Ica\.e the hearer
a choicc ilS to which one of the formulated questiotis she wants to answer. As thc
answers in (6) show, a disjunction of interrogai-ives ]nay be ans\vercd b!. ans~vcring
either disjunct or both.
1)isjunctive i n t e r r o p t i ~ e snccd ilot consist of t ~ v oseparate intel.rogati\.es, as (7)
shows:
(7)

Whom does John or Mary love?

1,ike its conjunctive counterpart ( 2 ) , (7) is ambiguous between a direct reading and
what we call a r.lloi~-' reading. On the latter (7) is equivalent to (6), on the former it call
be paraphrased ils (7) (a):
(7) (a)

Who is such that John or A'rary (or both) loves him/hcr?
Suzy, Bill and Peter.
-

As m-e saw ahovc, pair-list readings are not restricted to interrogatives I!-ith overt
conjunctions. In the same way choice readings can occur without ovcrt disjunctions,
as a simple example like (ti) shows:

(8) What did two of John's friends givc him for C:hristmas?
'I'his interrogative is ambiguous. 11 has a direct reading, on which it ilsks for a
specification of the presents that t ~ v oof his fiicnds gave him. Ancl it has a choicc
reading, on which it invites the adclrcssec to choose an)- two friends of John's and
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specify for each one of them wlzat he/shc gave him for Christmas. Obviously, it is a
matter of the iilternal semantic structure of a term phrase whether it will givc rise to a
7
pair-list or a choice reading or not.- Again, it should be noted that choice rcadings of
iilterrogatives are like two-constituent interrogatives, as is cvident from the w-ay in
which they are answered.
Like ordinary interrogatives, coordinated ones can be embedded under cxtensional
and intensional verbs, such as know and wonder respectively. Also, thc ambiguity
between a direct reading and a pair-list reading, and between a direct reading and a
choice reading is preserved ill such contexts. As fbr thc distinction bctncen extensional
ancl intensional embedding verbs, it should be noticed that there is a difference when
disjunction is involved, as (9) and (10) show:
(9) Peter knows whom John loves or whom h,iarj- loves
(10) Peter wonders whom John loves or whom h'larj- loves.
Sentence (10) is ambiguous, allowing for the disjunction in the complement to have
either wide or narrow scope with respect to wonder. T h e wide scope reading occurs
when the speaker knows that Pctcr wants to know- the answer to one of the two
questions, but she herself docs not know which onc this is. On the narrow scopc
rcading (10) expresses that Peter will be satisfied when he gets an answer to eitllcr onc
of the questions involved, no mattes which one.
A last observation that should be made here, is that coordination of interrogatives
goes across kinds. It is not restricted to expressions of tbc same kind, i.c. to scntentirzl
interrogatives, single constitucnt interrogatives and multiple constituent interrogativcs,
but combines them freely, as the follow-ing examples show:

(1 1) m7ho \Lent to pick up John? And are the!- back alreacll*?
(13) Peter knon-s who went to pick up John and \vhether they are back already
( 1 3) \Fihich woman does which Inan admire most? O r do they all detest each other?
'This fact, too, can be used to argue for uniformity in assigning types to thcse different
kinds of interrogatives.
So much for coordination, let us now tusn to the second part of our empirical
domain, that of entailment.

2.2 Entailment
Let us first of all recall a fl:r~miliar
fact concerning eiltailrnent relations betwcen coordinated indicatives and thcir coordinates: a conjunction entails its conjuncts, a disjunction
is entailed by its disjuncts, and a conjunction entails the corresponding disjunction.
Analogous Facts hold for coordiilated structures in general, and properly generalized
notions of coordination and entailment should account l'or them.
Considering interrogati~es,we can observe that someone who asks ( 1 1 ) also asks
(14), and that someone who answers ( 1 5 ) also answers (10):
(14) Who went to pick up John?
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(IS) IVhcre is your fiather?
(16) Where is your fiather? O r your mother?
c
a notion of entailment between interrogatives which might be
In section 1.3 ~ : used
described informally as follows:

.An interrogative A entails an interrogative B iff
whenever a proposition gives a complete and true answcr to A,
it givcs such an answer to B.
It is easy to check that this clescription conforms with the observations just made, and
that it likewise predicts that (17) entails (16):
(17) Where is your father? And your mother?
These examp1es of entailments between interrogatives depend on their coordination
structure. There are also other types of entailn~cntsto be observed. T,ct us give two
more examples. T h e single constituent interrogative (18) entails thc sentcntial interrogative (19):
(18) Which men does Mary love?
(19) Docs h'larp love John?
Getting a complete answer to (18) implies getting a complete answer to (19). Notice
that in this case cntailnient is a relation between different kinds of interrogatives, a oneconstituent interrogative and a sentential interrogative. Another example is providcd by
(18), (20) and (21). A complete answer to both (20) and (21) givcs a complete answer to
(18) as well:

(20) Whom docs Mary love?
(21) Whoare themcn?
Notice that (20) oil its own does not entail (18), for knowing the ansnrcr to (20) is
knowing which individuals (within the relcvai~tdomain of discourse) Mary lovcs, and
this entails knowing which inen hh4ary loves only in conjunction with knowledge of
which individuaIs are men.
In line with recent work, we assume that coordination and entailment are ger~cl.irl
syntactic and semantic processes. Elements of all major categories can be coordinated,
and a number of people have proposed general definitions to account for this."
Entailment, too, is a relation that holds between cIements within any major category:
indicative sentcnces, of course, interrogatives, as we have seenabove, hut also termphrases
(every i n a n cntails John), verbphrases (to walk cntails t o move), nouns (woman
n
and so on. In all cases it is the same relation that is at stdie, viz.
cntails h u l ~ ~ abeing),
that of the denotation of one element being included in all models in that of the other. T o
put it tlifferently, employing a semantic n~eta-languagebased on set theory brings along a
definition of entailment for all categories: incl~~sion
of denotation in all models.
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T h e following definitions of generalized conjunction and disjunction are based on
the work referred to above. First, the notion of a "conjoinablc type" is dcfincd:

C q the set of conjoinable types, is the smallest set s ~ ~ that:
ch
(a) t E C ' T ;
(b) if b E C T , then ( a , h ) E CT.
Then generalized conjunction is defined as follows:

n Y = X A Y, for ,Y, Yof type t
n 1-= i.r [lY(s)n Y(.r)], for any other conjoinable type.
T h e definition of disjunction, U, is analogous.
Entailment, C,can be dcfincd gcncrally as follows:

-

-X 2 Y = X
Y, for X, Y of type t
X C_ Y = b'.~[X(x)C_ Y(.v)j, for any other conjoinable type.
It should be noted that cinploying such general notions of coordination and cnta]'1ment
means that one is kept to assign seinantic interpretations to cxprcssions in such i1 way
that the entailment relations that can he obscrvcd arc accounted for by these indcpcndently defined and m o t i ~ i ~ t enotions.
d
Exceptions to this should be well-argued tbrT4
It should be stressed that this is a methodological requirement. Of course, a tlleory
that uses different and unrelated notions of entailment 01. coordination for diff'erent
domains, may very well be empirically adequate, in the sense thitt it makes the
right predictions. T h c point we want to make, is that a theorj t h ~ makes
t
the same
predictions but does so on the basis of gcncralizcd and uniform notions, is to be
prefcmcd on inctl~odologicalgrounds. It provides a simpler account of the relevant
facts, and, hence, has greater explanator, force.
In the nest section, we ivill shou how this requirement can be used to evaluate
theories that PI-oposc ;I certain type of semantic object ;IS the interpretation of interrogati~es.

2.3 Types for interrogatives
In this section we will investigate which types are to be assigned to interrogatives. In a
flexible framework, there need not be a rrnique propcr semantic t!pe for all expressions
of a certain category. Interrog;~tivesare no esccption to this rulc. I-Io\vevcr, for cvery
~ * u i ~ s t ~ u l . t in
i n nu-hich interrogatives occur, there is, as we shall scc, a k q ! typr: tlzc type
in which tllc intuitive entailments bet\veen interrogatives in that construction ilre
accounted for by the general definition of entailment that our framework provides.'
Also, we will arguc in this section that employing general notions of coorclination
and entailment ivill enable us to ej-aluate various proposals within the t u o main
approaches to tke senlantics of intelarogntives which were discussed in section 1.
As we saw above, the main characteristic of the categorial approach can be sun~mcd
LIP:IS follo\vs:('
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'The syntactic category and the semantic type of an interrogative arc uniquely determined by the catcgory and type of its characteristic linguistic answers.
T h c idea is that the type of an interrogative and the tj-pe of its characteristic linguistic
answers should cancel out, b>-functional application, to that of sentences, i.e. to type /.
Let us illustrate this with a few examples. First a single constituent interrogative:
(22)

Whom does John love?
Mitry,

-

Applying the criterion just mentioned, it follows that the (simplest possible) type of a
single constituent interrogative is that of a property of individuals (a one-place relation). Next, consider a multiple constituent interrogative:
(23)

Which man does which woman love?
Mary, Bill; and Suzy, Peter.

-

Here the resulting type is that of a two-place relation between individuals. The last
example is that of a sentential interrogative:
(24)

Docs John love Mary?
Yes.

-

If u-eapply the criterion in this casc, the outcome is not unique, but the simplest solution
is to give sentential intcrrogatives type t , and hence consider "Yes." and "No." as
expressions of type ( t , t ) , which is one of the solutions 11-e find in tho literature.
Considering I to be he lypc of zero-place relations, we can vie\%- sentential interrogatives
as zero constituent intcrrogati~.es.Generalizing from these examples, we conclude that in
thc categorial approach, n-constituent interrogatives are interpreted as 11-place relations.
Although this approach has attractive features, for one thing, it leads to a simple and
intuitive analysis of the interpretation of characteristic linguistic answers, it also has its
shortcomings. These concern coordination and entailment, ils ~ v cshall see.
First of all, the approach ils such does not account for coordination and entailment
across dififcrent kinds of interrogatives and it is hard to see hen- it could, without giving
up its fundamental char;icteristics. For entailment and coordination require a uniform
type, \vhiuh the categorial approach simply does not provide.
12 forecj r w - , e [-enit' n-eii~nit
ou1;selv-esto interrog:itir-csof the same kind, in [vhichcase
the general definitions arc in principle applicable, we find that the n-1.ong predictions
are made. E.g. it is predicted that (25) and (26) are equivalent, which is not the casc:
(25)
(26)

Who walks? And who tallcs?
Who walks and talks?

T h c conjunction of intcrrogatives (2.5) asks to specify both the individuals that walk
and the indi~;idualsthat talk, whereas (26) asks to specify the individuals that both w:llk
and talk (so, (25) entails (26), but no1 the other way around).
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A second example. Analyzing one-constitucnt interrogatives as properties, predicts
that (27) elltails (28), which again is not the case:
(27) Who walks?
(28) Who moves?
If one is told which individuals walk, onc is not therebj told which arc all the
individuals that move.
A straightforward conclusion that can be drawn, is that if one wants to cmploy
general definitions of coordination and entailment, tllcil, first of all, onc has to analyze,
at some level, all interrogatives as being of one and the same type, and, sccondlj-, within
this type one has to associate them with the right kind of objecte7
-4s we saw above, theories in the second main approach, the propositional onc, do
assign one single type to all interrogatives. We characterized the main idca of this
approach as follows:
T h e meaning of an interrogative is given bj- its answerhood conditions.
Within intensional semantic theories answers arc of a propositional naturc, hence
intersogatives arc of a "propositional" typc. Hcre, several choices arc still opcn. The
best-known analysis, that of ~ a r t t u n c n , 'nlakcs them expressions of tj~pc{(s, I } , I } . I.e.,
on this analysis an interrogative denotes a set of propositions. Karttuncn interprets this
set as consisting of those propositions which J o i i ~ t ! ) i constitute the true and complete
answer.
T w o things should be noted. First of all, harttunen's theory is, what Relnnp calls, a
"uiliqile answer theory", i.e. a thcory that assumes that each interrogative has il uiliquc
true and complete answer. Why this is i+elevanlwill become clear shortl!,. Second, siilce
Karttunen's theory employs a uniform (conjoinable) type, it makcs predictions about
coordination and entailment generally, also aesoss different kinds of interrogatives. 1,ct
us consider some of these predictions.
T h e schema of generalized conjunction tells us that the conjunction of two interrogatives is interpreted as tlle intersection of the sets of propositions denoted by each of
thc conjuncts. Gi\-en the interpretation of these sets of propositions on Karttunen's
theorj-, the result is that a conjunction of inten-ogatives (almost) never has an answer.
T h e follovl-ing exalnplc ill~lstratesthis:

(29) Does John walk? And docs Mary walk?
Suppose it happens to bc the case that John walks and that _Marydoesn't. 'Then the first
conjunct dcnotes the set consisting of the proposition that John wallis, and the second
denotcs the set consisting of the proposition that hlary doesn't walk. 'I'hc intcrsection
of these two sets is empty, which means that (29) cannot be answered. A similar result
holds for interrogatives on pair-list readings.
Disjunction corresponds to taking the union of sets of propositions. Again, the
prediction that the Karttunen analysis nukes is not in accordance with the facts. Consider the disjunction of interrogatives (30):

I
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(30) Does John walk? Or does Mary walh?
Taking the union of the set denoted by each of the disjuncts results in thc set of
jxopositions which jointly constitute the complete and true answer to the conjunction
(29), rather than to the disjunction (30).
For entailment, too, the rcsults which we get when we combine the general schema
with Karttunen's interpretation of interrogatives, are not correct. A simple example is
the entailment relation between (31) and (32):

(31) Who walks?
(32)

Does John walk?

In the intuitive sense, (31) entails (32). But the set of propositions that is the denotation
of (31) in Karttunen's thcory is not generally a subset of the set denoted by (32). Hencc,
the theory fails to account for this entailment.
Providing a semantic account of intersogati\-es which dcals with coordination and
entailment adequately, then, is not just a matter of kinding a uniform and proper type,
but also of associating each interrogative with the right object of that typc. One might
think that Karttunen found the right type, but hit the wrong objects within that tyljc.
However, as our discussion of a second proposal intends to show, therc are reasons to
doubt whether this is indeed the case.
Bcnnctt and Belnap have developed at1 analysis of the semnntics of intelsrogatives
that is explicitly set up to deal with those constructions of interrogati\~eson which they
allow for more than onc complete and true answer, such as disjunctions and ehoiccrcadings."~hev assign the same semantic type to interrog~tivesas Karttunen does, i.c.
thcy, too, take intcssogatives to denote sets of propositions, but they interpret thesc
denotations in a different way. In their analysis, each of the propositions in the set
denoted by an interrogative on its o~v-nconstitutes a cornpletc and true answer. For
"ordinary" intcrrogatives, i.e. for thosc which have a unicluc answ~er,this means that
they denote a unit set.
Here we h a w an analysis which differs froill Karttunen's, not in the type that it
assigns to interrogatives, but in the objects of that type that intcrrogatives arc taken to
denote. And we might ask whether this change overcomes the difticultics wc noted
earlicr.
As is to be expected, the Bcnnett and Belnap approach does well with rcspoct to
those interrogatives for which it was designed, viz. interrogatives which have more than
onc unique answer. Sticking to our general definitions, disjunction still comes down to
taking the union of the denotation of the disjuncts. Ho\{ever, givcn the kind of set of
propositio~~s
that an interrogative denotes on their thcory, thc result is corrcct. Consider
the disjunction (30) again. Each of the disjuncts now denotes a unit set, and taking the
union thereof results in a set with two elements, each of' which is a proposition which is
a complete and true answer to the disjunction. It is also clear that on the 13cnnett ancl
Bclnap analysis a disjunctiotl is entailed by eilcll of its disjuncts.
On this score, Bcni~ettand Belllap do better than Kasttunen. But this does not mean
that now we have the right objects of thc right type, at l a s t not in all cases, as the
fi~llowingconsiderations show. Take the conjunction (29). Here ivc still have the sanw
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kind of problems as ivc met in Karttunen's theory. Given the general definition of
conjunction, the denotation of a conjunction is the intersection of thc (unit) sets of
propositions denoted by the conjuncts, and this still results in the empty set (at least in
most cases). Also, u7edo not get the dcsirecl entailment betwcen a conjunction and its
conjuncts. So, we must col~cludethat the Bennett and Eelnap approach is not satisfactory cithcr .
Let us take stock: we have seen that atomic interrogatives, i.c. 11011-coordinatecl
interrogatives which are not embedded and are not given a pair-list or a choice reading,
conjunctions of intcrrogat-ives and disjunctions of interrogatives b e l ~ i l ~dit'fercntl?;
e
with respect to types and entailment. An atomic interrogative has il unique true and
complete answcr (in each possible kvorld). This means that the simplest denotational
type for atomic interrogatives is tl-pe (s, r ) (giving it a sense of typc (s, (s, I ) ) ) . -4s for
conjunctions, if we disrcgard their relations with disjunctions, they could be analyzed
at the same level. Since a conjunction, too, has a unique true and complete answcr: the
conjunction of the propositions that answer the t.onjuncts, also answers their conjunction. For disjunctions, however, things are different. They do not havc a unique
complete and true answcr, hence they simply cannot be of type (s, I ) . If' we look at
entailment relations between disjunctions on the one hand and conjunctions and atomic
interrogatives on the other, we see that in order to account for them we need a rrnifirnl
type for all, since generalized entailn~entrccluircs a uniform type for all elcillcnts
in\;olvcd. T h e need for such a uniform type is underscored bj- the observation that
in ordcr to construct disjunctions in accordance with thc general procedure, atomic
interrogatives should (also) hc of the same type as the disjunctions which ilre constructed from them.
Such considerations, by the ivav, constitute a gcncral argument against the type that
Kartruncn, and Bennett and Helnay emploj-. For, although the objects of type ((s, I ) , t }
that the latter associate with interrogatives give a propcr interpretation for disjunction,
it simply cannot be the uniform type which is required, as the exanlples discussed II
above have shoivn. 50 here we do have a case against the typc as such.
T h e question that now arises, is what this unifbrm type is, and wl~ctherit is
!
sufficient to account for all entailments. T h e situation wc find ourselves in with reg~rd
to intcrrogati\-es, resembles that of term phrases in some important respects. Thc
loit-est type for a proper name is type r. 1,ooking at disjunctions of proper names in '
isolation, we find that we can analyze them as being of tj-pe (17, t ) . For conjunctions this I
will not do. There we need a more complex tj~pe,viz. the Familiar ((e, I ) , I ) (disregarding intensionality). Once we take entailmcnts into account, wc see that the lattcr is the
uniform type u-c need, hence that all proper names should 11:lvc type ( ( c . I), I ) at a
certain level of analysis. Traditionally, this is achieved I>!- "generalizing to the worst
case" and treating all proper names in all contexts as expressions of that type. \h7ithina
flexible approach, however, we takc ((e, t ) , I ) as one of' the derived types that propcr
names can have, a type that thcy must have e.g. when occurring in a coordinate
structure.
I
. With respect to interro~ativeswe can follow the same lead. T h e ke! tqpe of atomic
interrogatives, i.e. the type in which thc entailnlellts among them can be accounted for, '
is type (s, I ) . Looking at disjunction in isolation suggests ((s, t ) ,/) as the proper typc
(cf. Bennett and Belnap), but taking a broader view we see that tlie level at which

i
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coordination and entailinent can be accounted for is that of type (((s,l ) , r , ), r). And
within a flexible frame of mind, thc relation between thc basic type (s, r ) and thc latter
is a fiin~iliarone: we get from the onc to the other by the type-shifting rule of "lifting",
the same procedure we use in analysing term phrases.
T h e flexible approach is not rnotivatecl by reasons of elegance and simplicity alone.
As is argued c.g. in Partee and liooth (1983), the strategy of generalizing to the worst
case is not only unnecessarily complicated in many cases, sometimes it is also empirica 1 1 ~inadequate. T h e "wide scope or-cases" they ctiscuss, show that there is no rr priori
worst casc to generalize to. A similar argumentatio~ican be distilled from the scmantics
of sentences containing an intensional vcrb with a disjunction of interrogatives as its
complement (see (10) in section 2.1. above. We return to this examplc later on).
But the semantics of' intcrrogativcs provides yet anothcr argument for the necessity
of flexibility. T o 1x2 able to account for entailment rclations between atomic intcn-ogatives, such as hold e.g. between (31) and (32), we need to analyze thcm in the licy r!*pe
(s, t ) . If w-e lift thein to type ( ( ( 3 , I ) , t, ), t ) , we losc entailment rclations that liolcl at thc
basic level (s, t). Hut in orcler to be able to account for entailment relations betwcen
coordinated interrogatives, or between such interrogatives and atomic ones, we do need
the liftecl level to get the right results. So, w-e cannot assign all intcrrogativcs a uniform
type in all cases. What the proper type is, in terms of the predicted entailment relations,
depends on the context (e.g. on the construction in which an expression occurs)."'
Summing up, \-lie have found that there is no uniform key type for all intcrrogativcs.
Rather, there is a key type for each of the various constructions and rclations that
involve interrogatives. But these types do not constitutc a heterogeneous set, thcy arc
related to each other in a systematic fashion. It is our purpose in the next section to
Y'
sketch a theory in which this is accounted for.

3 A Flexible Approach

3.1 Questions as partitions
Lct us now sketch the outlines of a theory that satisfies the three scquirements which
we fbrmulated at the end of the section 1, and which accounts for the \~ai.iousobservations niade in section 2. We start by giving the general idea on which the theory is
based.
T h e theorv stays within the possible worlds fran~ework.Following Stalnakcr, who
formulated this vie\\. o n possible worlds in various places," r e view the set of possible
worlds that is given m-ith the model as thc set of all possible alternatives, as thc set of all
situations which, in that model, are distinguished from one another. In this vicw,
sincerely uttering a proposition, or accepting it as true, is rest]-icting oneself to a subset
of some initial set of alternatives.
In the same vein, a question can be viewed, not as a restriction on the set of
alternativcs, but as a division of it, as a grouping togctl~erof alternatives from a ccrtzin
perspective. Each question has a particular subject matter, and it n~akcsa division of
the set of alternatives by grouping together those which do not distinguish thcn~selvee
with respect to this subject matter. Each such group is a set of altcsnatives, i.c. it is a
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ynrposition. In each of the worlds tt-ithin such a proposition, the answer to the question
is the same. Hence, the proposition they make up togcthcr can bc vie~vcdns a possiblc
answer to a qucstion.
J,ct us give some examples. (:onsides the simple sentential interrogative "Is Amstcrdam the capital of the Netherlands?". T h e question expressed by this interrogative
divides a given set of alternatives (which need not be the entire sot of all possiblc
worlds) into two, depending on the truth value of its subject matter in those alternatives. T h e one group of alternativcs consists of those ulorlds in which it is true tllat
Amsterdam is the capital of the Netherlands, thc other of those in which this is false.
Hence, the first group forms thc proposition that Amsterdam is the capital of the
Nethcrlands, and the second the proposition that it is not. If the inten-ogatit-e in
question has any presuppositions - say regarding the existence of Anlsterdam and
the Netherlands, and the existence and uniqueness of capitals the set of altel-natives
that the question makes a division on, is restricted to those worlds in which these
presuppositions are true.
As a second example, take the interrogative "Which city is the capital of the
Netherlands?". This question, too, makes a division of thc rele\.ant set of alternatives.
In this case the division need not be in two, it can have
n~embel-s,as nlany ils
there are cities that could be thc capital of the Netherlands. Arain, the alternativcs
within such a group are indistinguishable as Llr as the subject matter of the question,
i.e. thc extension of the propcrty of being the city that is the capital of the Netherlands,
is concerncd. Together, they form a proposition that asserts of a certain city that it is
the capital of thc Netherlands, i.e. they specify a possible extension of the propcrty in
question. And each such lproposition is a completc answer to the question.
From these two examples, the follou-ing picture emergcs. Each interrogative in
natural language expl-csses a question the subjcct matter of ivhich is the extension of
an 11-place relation (sentential interrogatives being the limit case where n = 0). Each
such question is a partition of' the set of alternatives, i.e. divides this sct up into a
certain numl~erof nlutually exclusive propositions.
'I'his general characterization of the notion of a question, of the mcaning of an
interrogative, is made from the propositional perspective, i.e. from the point of view of
ansm~e~~l~ood
conditions. In fact, the description of the meaning- of an inlcrrogative that
we just gave, is nothing but a statement of its answerhood conditions, i.e. il statement of
the conditions under which a proposition gives a complete answer to it. Hut noticc that
in our gcncral characterization of these anstverhood conditions the s t ~ b j c cmattcr
~
of a
qucstion pla?;s an essential role. This subject matter is, generally speaking, thc cxtension of some n-place relation, and this brings in the second pcrspcctive on the
semantics of interrogatives, that of the catcgorial approach.
It is also possible to describe the nleaning of an interrogative in terms of the relation
that is its subject matter. And in fact, as we saw above, this is u~hatwe need to d o in
order. to be able to account for tllc relationship between interrogatives and their
charactcristic linguistic answers. Of course, the two perspectives are systematically
related: each possible denotation that IVC can distinguish tiom thc categorial point of
view corresponds to a unique proposition that we distinguish ti-om the propositional
point of view. We get the latter by collecting those alternativcs where the former is thc
same. In this sense, \ire can say that a theory which gives intesrogatives interpretations
-
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both of a rclational and of il propositional type, but which lidis thcsc two in the way
just dcscribcd, still gives them a unified meaning.
Let us nou- turn to the fi~rmaldetails of a theory which is based on this idea. U7ehave
concluded above that the key type for atomic interrogatives is tj-pe (s, t ) , But tixing a
type is not enough, we must also say which objects of this type interrogatives dcnotc.
,\gain, observations concerning entailment relations will give us a clue. Under the
ass~~mption
that we talk about a fixed domain of individuals and that proper names are
rigid designators, it holds that for every name A, (33) entails (34):
(33) Who ~valks?
(34) Does _d walk?
Given our characteriza~iollof eiltailment between interrogativcs (scc scution 2 above),
this means that ever$ proposition that gives a complcte and true answer to (33), also
givcs a completc and tsue answer to (34), Given that atomic interrogatives such as (33)
and (34) arc of type (s, I ) , we should take them to denote the proposi~ionthat is the
con~pleteand true answer, which means that an atomic interrogalive -1 entails an
atomic interrogative B iff in every situation he proposition denoted b? .-I enr-ails the
proposition denoted by B. For that is in conlplete accord;.ulce wit11 the general
definition of entailment.
Since (33) entails (34) for cvery name A, this implies that thc proposition denoted by
(3.3) givcs a complcte specification of' the extension of the walking-property. Hence, a
single constituent interrogative will denote in each u-orlcl the proposition that gives a
complete specificat-ion of tlie extension of n property in that ivorld.
This generalizes to n-consti~uenrinterrogatives. For example, thc tvrro-constituent
interrogative (35) entails for every two names A and B the interrogative (36):

(35) Who loves whom?
(36) Does love B?
T h e two-constituent interrogative (36) asks fbr, i.e. denotes, a complete specification of
the extension of the relation of loving.
In general, a complete answer to an n-constituent interrogative givcs 3 complcte
specification of a possible extension of ;111 11-place relation, and thc propositions tllat
cxpress these specifications are its possiblc complete and true answers.
This tells us which object of type (s, t ) , i.e. m-I-hichproposition, an atomic interrogative denotes. At the same time, it also determines what constitutes the sense of such an
interrogative: it is a function from possible \vorlds to such propositions.
We conclude that: every interrogative is based on some underlying PI-placc ~.clation
(where wc take scntenucs, which undcrlic seiltcntial interrogatives, to he zero-place
relations). Every such relation has a set of possible extensions. T o each possiblc
extension corresponds a possiblc answer, the proposition which specifies this cxlension.
Such a proposition is the denotation of the interrogative in the ~ o r l din which the
underlying relation has that extension. And the sense of an interrogative is il fi~nction
from possible urorlds to possiblc answers. T h e latter object we call a y ~ t e s ~ i o Sclicmatn.
ically, wc cnd up with the following analysis of atomic interrogativcs:
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rl-p Ilici~r d i 17on

yuc.s/ion
yow(D1')
q,. : bV 4 {0, l}I'
where q , - ( 0 7 ) = that p s.t h . p ( ~ ~H
' ) r(w) =
I'

: Id'

4

1r(m').

This means that cluestions can be viewed as relations between worlcls of a special kind.
'['hey arc cquivalcnce relations bctwcen the clcments of kt', i.c, they constitute partitions of W: T h e blocks in these partitions, sets of possible worlds, arc the propositions
that are the possible answers to the questions.
In what follo\\rs we will make use of this, and sonletimes represent the meaning of an
interrogative, i.e. the question it expresses, as a partition of kI/. Lie will use the
language of two-sorted type theory, in which quantification and abstraction over worlds
is possible, as our rcprcscntation language.
Let us then q ~ ~ i c h review
ly
horn- sentential interrogatives and constituent interrog~tives are interpreted according to this schema. First, consider the sentential interrogative (37):

(37) Does John walk?
T h e underlying zero-place relation (formula) is:
(38)

walk

(IV) ( j ) .

Here, n) is a variable of type s, I-anging over possible worlds. Obviously, (37) has two
complete answers. In a world in which John walks, this is the proposition that he docs,
and in a world in which he doesn't, it is the proposition that hc docs not. 1.e. (37) asks
to identify thc actual world as belonging to one of tnfo disjunct sets: those in which
John walks, and those in which he doesn't. This means that (37) partitions the set of
worlds in two:

that John docsn't lvulk

T h e two blocks of this partition are the two propositions which constiti~tethc two
possible complete and true answers to (37). 'I'he meaning of (37) can now be represented as follows:

As a second example, consider thc one-constituent interrogativc (40):

(40) IYho walks?
In principle, this interrogative has as many ansllrers as there arc subscts of the domaill
that it ranges over. Or, to givc a different but equivalent formulation, each proposition
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that specifics a possiblo extension of the one-place relation of walking is a possible
complete and t-rue answer- to (40). I.e., (40) induces the following partitiol~of :'$I

t
no one walks

a is thc one that walks

h is the one that walks

N

and h is the ones that walk

everyone walks

W
The meaning of (40) can thus be represented as follows:

,4 representation of the meaning of the two-constituent interrogative (42) is (43):
(42) which man does n-hich uvman lovc?
A n~an(m)(y)A lovc(w)(x,.li)] =
(43) Lr~Ru7'[;lwi~y[woman(u?>(.v)
i,rlt)l[won~an(n~')(x)
A m a n ( ~ d ) ( . ~A/ )lo~e(n?')(,z.,.)!)]].
Generallj-, any n-place relational expression x can be tul-ned into a question that is the
interpretation of the corresponding atomic: n-constituent interrogative, by means of'the
f'ollow~ingschema:

This gives a satisfactory treatment of atomic interrogatives, but, as we havc scen above,
we also need to raise thc type of atomic interrogatii-es (s, t ) , in order to bc able to deal
with coordinated intcrrogatives and pair-list and choice readings.

3.2 Types for coordination and embedding
As we saw abok~e,for coordinated interrogatives we need the type that is the lifted
version of the type of atomic ones. 1.e. wc follou- a familiar procedure: Gced with
incorrect rcsults when we apply generalized coordination to expressions of seine t!l>c (1,
we go over to the lifted level, i.c. to type ((a, t ) ,t ) . The general type-shifting rule of
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lifting gives us for every expression a of the "basic" type il a corresponding one which
gives the nleaning of a as an expression of the lifted type ((a, I ) , 1 ) :

This is familiar from the analysis of NP's. Let us consider application of this soheina to
a simple exanlple of coordination of two one-constitucnt intcrrogativcs:

(46) Who cvalks? And, who talks?
At its basic levcl each conjunct of (46) is represented as an expression of t j pe (s, t ) . The
first interrogative for exainplc is represented as:

Applying the lifting procedure of (45) we get:

If we apply the same procedure to the second conjunct, and then use the gencralized
detinition of conjunction, we get (49) as the representation of the conjunction of
interrogatives (46):

T h e conjunction of the two interrogatives is thus taken to denote a set of sets of'
propositions, viz, thosc which contain the answer to the first interroptivc and the
answer to the second one. Obviouslj~,m7eobtain as a result that, given thc gc~~eralizcd
detinition of entailment, a conjunction of interrogatives entails each of its conjuncts, for
every set of propositioi~sthat contains a complete and true answer to both conjuncts,
contains a complete and true answer to each conjunct.
Next, consider disjunction. Again, ive first lift the disjuncts, a r ~ dthcn apply gcneralized disjunction. (50) is thcn represented as (51):
(50) Who N-allts?Or, who talks?
= L.r[walh(m')(s)l]) V
( 5 1) I q i S ,),, ,;[Q(lmf[lr[a-alk(~.)(.r.)]
Q()Ll~~'[2,v[talk(~~~)(*r)J
= /2a[talk(m')(.v)]]).l.
,4pplying gencralized entailment, Fve see that a disjunction of interrogatives is entailed
by each of its disjuncts, and, moreover, that a conjunction entails thc corresponding
disjunction. Again, bearing the intuitive content of entailment bct~jlceninterrogativcs
in mind, these results are what we want.
As a matter of fact, it can be noticed that generalized conjunction and disjunction is
defined at type (s, t ) (interrogative denotations) and (s, (s, 1 ) ) (interrogative meanings)
as well. A little reflection shows that conjunction could be treated at this level, but
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disjunction can't. 'The reason for this is simple. As wc saw above, atomic intcrroga~ives
induce partitions of IY. Pointwise intersection of two partitions (which is what conjunction would amount to) results in a partition again. That is, we get an object, not
only of the right type, but also of the right sub-type, i.e. one which inherits thc defining
properties. However, taking the pointwise union of two partitions (which is what
generalized disjunction does) in general does izot result in a pastition again. What we
get is of the right type, but not of the right sub-typc. So, as a additional requirement on
dealing with coordination in general, we can state that coordination should be performed at the lowest type that can be reached from the key type, procidttt.rl' thnt it uespel.ls
(i.r. sriq~sroithttz) the rrln:at~rruhllomnin.~thew.
Let us now turn our attention to embedded interrogatives. Given the tjpc (s, I ) of
atomic interrogatives, the lowest possible type for interrog-ative-embedding vcl-bs such
as know is ((s, t), (e, t ) ) . Taking these verbs to denote basically relations between
individuals and propositions has some agreeable consequences.
First of all, given he kind of object we assign to interrogatives as thcis meaning (and
some f~miliar,though not always uncontroversial, assumptions about the semantics oE
epistemic verbs) we get an account of the validity of such scheinas as (52) and ( 5 3 ) :

''

(52)

.Y

knows whether

4

4
x-knows that

4

(53) s knows whether q5
not-(/>
.-

x knows that not-@

Also, given this type-assignment there is no problem in allowing for coordination of
sentential and interrogative complements, using standard generalized coordination
rules:

(54) John knows that Peter has lcft for Paris, and also whether Mary has gonc with
him.
Notice that the following schemata are iiituitively valid:

4 and whether ~bH
s knows whether 4 and s knob$-swhether q!.
s knows whether cl, or whether ~b
.v knows whether (1) or s knows whether I//.

( 5 5 ) x knows whether
(56)

Above we observed that conjunction at the (s, r)-level respects subdomains in thc casc
of interrogatives. However, the lowest level at m-l~ichdisjunction respects su\~domains
is that of type (((s, t), t), t). This means that the type of know when it takcs a
coordinated interrogative complement has to be ((((s, t), t ) ,t ) , ( c , ~ ) ) . We gct the
required results when we apply a second general type-shifting operation, that of
c iargument-lifting": l'
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(57)

(11,

a

c)

art in Stokhof

+ ( ( ( i l , I ) , r), (-), provided

is a conjoinable type
=+
t ) , ,) LQ(-x,.~,,,
a(.ll))l
where Q ( X , j f 6, ) = X(?,y6), if 6 is of typc I
1.

Ax{((,,

=

R.~,I[Q(X,
.11,6(.~,1))1,
if 6 is of type (d,,f).

This type-shifting rule allows us to lift the argument of a fi~nctor,and provides a
semantics for the resulting functor in terms of its original interpretation. T h e example
of lifting know of type ((s, t), ( e , t)) to ((((s, I), I), I ) , (r, f)) illustrates this. Application
of (57) gives the following result:

If we apply this translation of know to a disjunction of interrogatives, such as (50)
above, we get the required distributive result.
Summing up, for extensional interrogative-embodding vcrbs, such as know, we can
ernploy a key type ((s, t), (e, t)) for dealing wit11 embedded atomic interrogatives, and
for conjunctions. For dcaling with embedded disjunctive interrogative complcmcnts
we need the cterived type ((((s, t), t), t)(e,t)), which we get by applying thc typeshifting p~.ocedureof "argument-lifti~lg" clctinecl in (57). T h e latter procedure alloitw
us to deal in general with cases where a functor is to be applied to an argument that
itself has bccil lifted.
Besides ex~ensionaleir~becldingvcrbs there are intensional ones, such as wonder.
What basic type is to be assigned to thcm? One might think that a simple intcnsionaliz:ltiori of the basic t ~ p of
e exte~~sional
vcrbs woulcl do. But the semantics of coordinated interrogative conlplements again provides a counter-argumcnt. Above, in section
3.1, wc observed that whereas extensional verbs distribute over disjunctive complements, intensional ones don't, at least not always. Cimsidcr (.50):
(59) John wonders who wallis or who talks.
T h e point is that (59) is an~biguousbetween a wide scope o r and il narrow scope or
reading (with respect to wonder). These different readings can be paraphrased as (60)
and (61):
(60) John wants to know \vllo walks or to know who talks.
(61) John wants to know who walks or hc wants to Iinow who tallts.
Trying to lieel) the analogy between extensional and intensional verbs as close as
possible would suggest- to give thcin a basic typc ((s, (s, t ) ) , ( c , I ) ) . In orcler to deal
with ( 5 0 ) , ive have to apply argument lifting again. But then we would get a distributive
rcacling only. In order to get the non-distributive reading ivc nced another, higher type,
and it is clear what this type should be. O n the non-distributive reading of (59) wonder
takes the intension of the entire disjuilction as its argument, hence, in this case it is of
typc ((s, (((s, t), I), f)), (e, I)). This, then, is the ke). type of intensional interrog-ativc
embedcling vcrbs. I11 order to accounl for the wide scopc o r reading of (59), paraphrased in (61), we might proceed in two different n7ays. In the line of Partcc and
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Rooth's treatment of ordinary intensional transitive verbs, u-e could apply disjunction
at the lev-el: lift(,,,) (intension (lift((s, t)))). Or, we could first apply an operatio11 of
argument-lowering, and then argument-lift again to get back the original type of
wonder. For several reasons, we prefer the latter option. First of all, we think there
are arguments against the function-argument "flip-flop" that the former strategy
involves (see also section 3.3). Secondly, we need argument-lowering anyway, in
order to arrive at simple representations of sentences with atomic intcrrogativcs
embedded i~nderintensional verbs.
O n the basis of the disc~~ssion
so far, we can distinguish the following interpretation
domains for interrogatives in natural language:

INT

1 EXT

INT

f 1FXT

Figure 1

In Figure 1, we see the four interpretation domains for interrogatives which we
discussed above, and the type shifting operations wrhiel~connect them. T h e first domain,
that of typc (s, t), is the dcnotational key type for atomic interrogatives and contains the
objects that are the interpretations of the arguments of extensional interrogative-embedding verbs. T h e sccond domain, that of type (s, (s, r)), is the key type for meanings of
atomic interrogatives, i.e. the level at which entailments bctween them arc to be
accounted for. T h e third domain, that of type (((s, t ) ,r ) , I ) , is the denotational key
type for coordination of interrogatives. And thc fourth domain, that of type
(5, (((5, t ) , I), t ) ) ,contains the proper objects to be recognized as the meanings of such
coordinatcd interrogatives: they are of the proper t y ~ to
c be associatcd with the arguments of intensional interrogative-en~beddingverbs, and they contain the right structure
for an account of entailment bctween coordinatcd interrogatives. T h e donlains I and 11,
and 111 and IV, arc related by the type shifting rules of I N T (intensionalization) and ~cx.r
(extensionalization). T h e key type for atomic interrogatives and the hey typc for coordinated ones are related by the operations L I F T (lifting) and LowF;n (lowering). Notice that
the lattcr is a partial function. Notice also that only a proper subset of each of these
domains contains the sight objects to serve as interpretations of interrogatives in their
\~ariousroles. 7'hese subsets are characterized by the specific semantic interpretation rille
(14) that we gave for atomic interrogatives, which defines the characteristic ("partition")
properties which are "preser\-ed" by the general type shifting principles.
_41-ethese four all the interpretation domains for interrogatives? Probably not. One
domain one might also want to use is D,,which is to serve as the domain for
norninalized interrogatives (e.g. 21s in "Whether cl, is a difficult question"). And others
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--

might be distinguished as well. Prominent a i ~ ~ o nthem,
g
at least in thc context of this
paper, are the relational types that the categorial approach uses. 110 thcg, too, form a
possible interprctation domain for interrogatives that can be fitted into a flexible
framework such as outlined in this section.;
That is the topic of the next section, the possible unification of thc categorial and thc
propositional approach.

3.3 Type shifting as unification?
T h e discussion in the prcccding sections was largely ;limed at finding the propcr typcs
of scmantic objects for the interprctation of interrogatives in the contcsts of coordination, cntailment and embedding. We found that no one unicli~etype serves as /he
proper typc in all contexts, and that wc 11ced to pursuc il flexible approach in which
various domains, connected to each other by general type shifting procedures, arc
used.
In this subsection we want to consider another (set of) tyye(s) for interrogativcs, the
relational ones, which thc categorial approach uses to give ;In account of anothclconstruction into which interrogativcs enter, viz. intessogativc/answcr pairs. 'I'his
consideration will lead us to illustrate yet another aspect of the use of t!.pc shifting,
viz. that of unifying equally well-motivateil hut different semantie approaches clealing
with differcnt parts of some empirical domain. Abovc wc saw that there arc two main
approaches to the semantics of'interrogatives: the catcgorial and thc propositional one.
T h e first assigns different relational types to different kinds of intcrrogatives, thc lallcr
postulates a unique, propositional typc. Also, we
that nrgumcnts in hvour of each
can bc given, arguments which by and large arc complementary. l'his suggests hat at
some level of analysis the two approaches necd not be in conflict. T h c semantics we
outlined above may well contain the elements that such a unitication needs. Kccall that
it is based on the following rule:
n-plarr rullition
qliestior?
: nT+ ~OM;(D")
41 : cv
{o, l}lq
where ~~(777)
= that p s.th. p(l71)
r(w) = r(lvl).

On the left hand side we find the kind of'scnlantic objects that the categorial approach
typicall} associates with interrogatives. And on the right hand side, wc havc a p~.olx)sitional type. So the basic rule of our semantics nlig-ht also bc looked upon as turning a
categorial analysis into a propositional onc. Couldn'l: we, then, view this rule, too, as a
type shifting rule, i.e. add to our stock of semantic domains t i ~ interrogatives
r
that of'rrplace relations, and postulate the rule as an additional typc shifting tool?
T,ct us first indicate what lvould be thc advantages of such il move. As we saw above,
the categorial approach is i~lspiredby the semantics of characteristic linguistic answers
to interrogatives. And it deals with them in a natural way. C:onsiclcr the following
example:

(62) Which man walks in the park?
(63) M7ho walks in the parh!
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(64) Hilary.
(65) Hilary walks in the park.
Given the sex-neutral status of the proper nanze "Hilary", this example clearly shows
that thc semantic interpretation of a linguistic answer depends on the semantic intcrpretation of the interrogative it answers. T h e information that (64) and (65) convey
differs according to whether they answer (62) or (63).
Exactly which semantic property of an interrogative it is, that is necdcd for the
interpretation of a linguistic ~ I I I S Wwe
- ~ illustrated
~,
above, in section 1..3, with an c s ~ i n ~ p l c
like the following:
(66) Who will come to the party?
(67) Who will not come to the party?
(68) John and Mary.
Above \$re noticed that on a propositional approach, there tends to be no scnlilntic
difference between (66) and (67). T h e proposition (or propositions) that give a coniplete spccitication of the positive extension of some property 01- relation are thc same ils
the one(s) that give(s) a specification of its negative extension. I-Iowevcr, the nzcaning of
(68) differs dependi~zgon whether it answers the positive 01. the negative question.
From this we drcw the conclusion that the scnlantic interpretation of characteristic
linguistic answers essentially involves the ruliltion that underlies the question expressed
by an interrogative.
O n the othcr hand, tve have seen that thcrc is ample reason for a propositional
level as well. So, it seems that there are two con~plementarysemantic analyses, each
accounting for different aspects in thc meaning of interrogatives and their answers.
Unifying them could be done by postulating n-place rclations as a possible intcl-prctation domain for interrogatives and by regarding the rule speciticd above ils it t>pe
shifting rule.
It should be remarked at the outset that we are entering largcly uncharted tessitory
here. One reaction to the afore going question, whether our basic scmantic rule can be
viewed as a type-shifting principle, might be one of distrust: it certainly does not look
like the ones we are fimiliar with. But another reaction might be: "VC'hy not, if it does
the same kind of work as the others, and does that properly?" What we seem to lack is a
thuoi:])of type shifting rules. Although investigations have been made into the formal
properties of barious conglomerates of type shifting rules," a body of general and
intuitive constraints characterizing the notion of a type shifting rule as such still
remains to be formulated. Unfortunately, we do not have anything to offer on this
score. We just want to point o i ~that
t thcre may be a relation between what one wants to
~/l~
and the vimv one takes 011 their place in the grammar. If
consider as a l ~ o i l n & f iprinciple
one considers them to bc part of the s>-ntaxone's attitude might be just tl little more
conservati\-e than if one takes them to play a role in the relation between syntax and
semantics.
m7ithout taking a very firm sta~zdon the mattcr, we suggest that the discussion so fils
has provided evidence for the claim that it is possible and profitable to take the ri~lcin
quostion to be a type shifting principle. However, there is a potential problcm that such
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a move meets. And this problem raises some further rcaching questions regarding thc
place of type shifting principles in the grammar. T h e problem is that of potential
ovcrgeneration of meanings of expressions, and it occurs not only with this particular
type shifting rule (if such it is). In order to discuss this problem, let us first givc a very
rough indication of our view on the place of type shifting in a grammar.
Vcrv roughly speaking, we might distinguish tmo ways of incorporating flexibility in
thc grammar. On the first one, what we 11avc called type shifting rulcs are in fact
considered to be cvttgoTy clzangd~grulcs, which form an integral part of the systcm of'
syntactic rules and categories.'" This appmach is orthodox in so far as it adhcles to ij rigid
and unique category-to-type correspondence, and consecluently to strict compositionality. For example, accounting for scope-ambiguities by meails of category-changing
rules leaves unchallenged the principle that non-lexical ambiguity in the semantics
should be based on derivational ambiguity in the syntax. However, the view in question
also has some unorthodox features, the most surprising and interesting, perhaps, bcing
the willingness to give up the traditional notion of constituent structure."' In view of
what follows, it should be noted that in a categorial s!mtactic framework giving up
constituent structure means giving up a notion of syntactic function-argument structure.
Another view on the place of type shifting rules in the grammar is more semantic.
On this approaclz, one of the uses of type shifting is to keep the syntax free from
unnecessary complications, such as syntactically unmotivated derivational structures.
T h e notion of constituent structure, with its associated function-argumcnt structure, is
retained. In Fict, as we will arguc shortly, it can be usecl to deal with onc of the
problems that the incorporation of type shifting in the grammar posits, viz. that of
overgeneration. T h e unorthodox aspect of the senlantic view on type-shifting resides in
the attribution of meanings to syntactic structures. In giving up a rigid and unique
category-to-type correspondence, it also gives up strict compositionality. Flexibility
does not play a role in the syntax, nor in that part of the semantics that consists of'the
abstract theory of semantic objects that serve as meanings, but it concerns the relutian.vl?lp betwcen svntactic structures and nzcanings. Of course, this does not imply that
there ma]- not be any need for flexibility in the other components of the grammar as
\ve11." However, we arc convinced that in man\: cases, e.g. coordination (including
non-constituent conjunction), scope ambiguities, type/tolien distinctions, embedding
constructions, and so forth, the semantic approacll to flexibility i s the nlorc advantageous one. It keeps the syntax simple, and it links the phcnonlenon of flexible interpretation to syntactic constructions and contexts.
So, the basic tenet of the approach to type shifting that we favour, can be summarized in the follom-ing three stalements:
No fixed category-to-type assignment is assumed, but a family of types, generated bg
type shifting rules from a key type, is postulated for each syntactic category.
13asic expressions go to a key type in the family associated with their category, and have
potential meanings in the other types of the family prcdictcd by the type shifiing rulcs.
Interpretation of syrltactic structures is liberalized to a relation: "anything gocs that
fils", I.e., a syntactic structure has as many meanings as ciln bc generatcrl from thc
potential n~eaningsof its constituents.
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A simple, and familiar, example is provided by the anal>-sisof (extensional) transitive
verbs and their arguments. We postulate one syntactic categorv for these transitive
verbs, TV, and one for noun phrases, NP. T h e key type corresponding to the category
1'V that the grammar specifies, is (LJ,(e, I)), and that corsesponding to Nlj is L). On
these types, type sllifting rules may operate generating new types. Lexical expressions
are given a basic translation (arc assigned a basic meaning) of one of these types, ancl
they obtain derived meanings in various (though not necessarily all) of the other types
which arc associated with their categor} by the type shifting rules. If a T V occurs with
two proper names all expressions iniwlved \$-illtit on the basis of thcir basic typc and
meaning. Hence, no tj-pe-shifting is called for. If one NP, say the ohject, is a properly
quantified expression, which is given ( ( r , r), t) as its basic type, the basic type of the 'I'V
is inadequate. How-evcr, one of its derived types is ( ( ( e ,t), I), (e, I ) ) , the result of the
application of argument-lifting to its basic type, with which is associated a clcrivcd
meaning for the T\I within that typc. Combining these gives a tjtting result. Scope
ambiguities of NP-arguments of TV's can be accounted for as follows. It can be i ~ l ' g ~ e d
quite generally that type shifting principles which operate on arguments of functions,
must be able to operate at arbitrary depth.'' Different relative scopes of NP-arguments
then result from lifting argument places in different orders. No derivational ambiguity
is needed in t-he syntax, the readings vc-e want, simply arise because generating the
relevant type for TV's in two different ways, generates t\vo diffcrent ~neaningsfor a 'I'V
in that type. Clearly, this approach does not eliminate the complexity of tlic syntactic
view, but it places it in il different part ofthc grammar. This can be moti\-atcd not only
by an appeal to a certain kind of intuition or to elegance, but also by pointing out
empirical differences.
T o sce why this can be so, it is important to note that adding tleuibility in tlic fi)rm of
type shifting principles to the grammar, whether in the slntax or in the semantics, faces
a potential problem. These mechanisms inay enlarge the power o f tlic gran~mar.On the
syntactic approach, this means that expressions may be recognized which do not bclong
to the language. And if we sol lo\^^ the semantic view, we run the risk of giving an
expression a potential mcaning it docs not have, i.e for which no context can be found
in which that expression must be assigned that meaning. T o cvhat extent this actually
happens, depends, of course, on the actual set of type shifting rules onc adopts.
For csnmple, in Partee and Rooth (1983) t!-pe-shifting principles are used to give iln
account of so-called "wide scope or" readings of sentences such as "Tlic department is
looking for a pl~onologistor a phonetician". T h e way the?; proceed differs from thc
strategy we have followed in the previous section. They use a type shifting rule which
allo~vsthem to interpret the disjunctive object N P as a function which talics the T V as
an argument, thus giving it the required scope. However, the same mechanism \vill also
predict impossible readings in certain cases. ]:or example, the mechanis~liemployed by
Partee and Rooth also predicts that the sentence "Every student Failed or got a D" has
as one of its readings "Every student hiled or every student got a D", ivl~ichit docs
not. Partce and Rooth do not offer a solution for this problem.
In the present case, i.e. if we add the question formation rulc to our stock of type
shifting principles, overgeneration occurs as well. Adding the rule in question has the
rather unpleasant consequence that our grammar predicts that any expression that
expresses a relation, also, potentially, has the meaning of the corresponding question.
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1:or example, any simplc indicative sentence also gets assigned the interpretntion of thc
corresponding sentential interrogative, which is clearly something \tic do not wish.
A possible solution can be found along the following lines. We restrict the tisc of typc
shifting in generating meanings by combination. Suppow that, its usual, fiiiictional
application of lneailings serves as the interpretation of the synt;lctic operation of
concatenation, i.e. that we have rulc pairs like the follou-ing:
syntactic rule:

B / A + -4 + B

semantic rule:

;I'= F A (P', a')

I>'

a

7)

In an unrestricted flexible frame\vork, such a semantic rule is a rulc schema, allowing 2'
aild 1' to be atzy possible translation that can be obtained by means of the type shifting
rules, as long as ordinary functional application applies to such n pair of translations.
So, a whole set of translations y' will be the result of applying the semantic rule. Wc
propose to put the following constraints on the possible translations of a a11d I>':

/I
should
'
be a possible translation of /3 which is ohtained f r o n ~ils basic translation hy
only applying argument shift rules.
should be a possible translation of
only applying global shift rules.
M'

2

which is obtained from its basic translation by

T h e syntactic function-argument structure should be respectccl.
(Of course, for other syntactic rules, we might want to formulate other rest-rictions on
the corresponding translation part.) Thus restricted, functional application allows 11sto
oht:ain only certain semantic objects as meanings o f eon1ple-u expressions. (E.g. Partcc
and Rooth's treatment of widc scope or \vould bc prohibited, sincc it implies il
reversion of the function-arg-umcnt structure of tlzc VP in question.) J x t P M (a) bc
the sct of possible meanings of 2. For basic expressions, this is a unit set (disregarding
lexical ambiguity). For derived expressions, it ma?; contain more than o~zcclement. l'hc
possible meanings of a complex expression -y built by concatenation fi-om 2 and /I can
then also be defined as follows:

I b E phi(/)), it E P M (a)} = F A (/?, 2') where/'is anj composition
of argument shifts, and g is any composition of global shifts.

Y M(;!) = (/'(b)(g(n))

(The differc~zcebetween "global" and "argument" shifts is the diffcrc~zccbctwecn c.g.
lifting and argument-lifting, intensionalization and argument-intensio~~alization,ctc.)
Notice that this way of implementing type shifting in the grammar has a remarkahle
consequence: it makcs the notion of the meaning of an expression relatiic to its
syntactic context. T h e meaning of' a as a part of P with inca~zinpb is that possiblc
meaning a of a that is used to derive /Iwith meaning b. We think that this conscqucncc
is i~ltuitivelyapl~ealing.Consider the example of a proper name. Basically it has just
one meaning, that of being the nalne of an individual. It is onl!. in certain (syntactic)
contexts, such as in coordination with a qilailtified term, that we consider giving it il
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derived meaning as well. Or, consider the ease of an atomic interrogative. In isolation,
they must be given a meaning of the proper relational type. It is only e.g, in the context
of an embedding verb, that we assign them their meaning in the type of questions. As
for entailn~ent,we saw that that requires this propositional t>-pe of meaning, too. Hut
then, entailment is a rel~ztionof which the interrogatives are arguments.
We want to end this admittedly rough sketch with the following remark. In view of
the fact that overgeneration is a potential problem both fbr the syntactic and fbr the
seniantic approach to flexibility, thc latter, we think, lias this going fix it that it can
employ independentlv motivated and restricted notions, such as the function-argument
10 .
structure that is inherent in a suitably restricted account of constituent structure, In
dealing u7ith this problem. This seems to square n-ith the semantic relcvancc that
constituent structure can be assumed to have. But we do not want to suggest that the
syntactic view on type-shifting couldn't he sufficiently restricted too. T h c entirc
enterprise of incorporating flexibility in the grammar is only just beginning, and it
seems wise therefore to explore various options.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we have tried to show that generalized notions of coordination and
entailment can he fruitful nleaiis to obtain more insight into the nature of the semantics
of interrogatives. Their usefulness, both on a descriptive, and on il mctlzodological
plane, has been demonstrated in the foregoing, we feel. 113 the course of doing so, wc
have made some critical remarks about existing thcol-ies n~ithinthe propositional and
the categorial approach. We want to emphasize that the observations and remal-1;s that
me have made, in no way pl-etend to show that these i~ppro~~ches
as such are wrong. On
the contrary, wc feel that both are right. Our discussion does show, however, that ~ h c y
cover only part of what an adequate semantic theory of interrogatives sliould account
for. Lie also have tried to sketch a thcory that incorporates the insights of both
approaches. And in a more speculative manner,
have indicated that a flexible way
of relating syntactic structure and semantic interpretation may be of great help in
achiei-ing this. T h e exact format of a grammar that encompasses these principles, is still
in need of further investigation. For one thing, one would like to have some intuitive
and independentlv motivated constraints on what arc adequate and natural typcshifting mechanisms. Despite the many interesting contributions one can find in the
literature, we feel that this is still largely an open question.
T h e last remark we want to make, concerns the necessitj- of incorporatin%a senzantic
analysis like thc one presented above, into the framework of a theory of intensional
objects. T h e reason for being interested in this, is that one ~ o u l dlike to r c p r d
questions, tlie meanings of interrogatives, as constituting a separate categos!. of intcnsional objects, in much the same ~vavas properties and propositions do, and for similar
reasons. Notice that, since the analysis is carried out in a standard possihle worlds
framework, qucstiolzs arc treated extensional1~-,in the sense that two questions wlzich
every~vl~ere
have the extcnsion (i.c. the same complete and true answers), are identified.
In other words, ivhat the fran~eworkprovides is only an tsicw.sionn/ idcntitj criterion
for questions, just as it only gives extensional identit>- criteria for propcrtics and
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propositions. I.e., we are able to give an account of the find of intensional objects that
questions are (viz. equivalence relations between possible worlds), but we do not have
the means to represent all of the intensionality that they comprise. Just as being true of
the same i~lclividualsin every world is a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for
identification of two properties, having the same true and complete answers in all
situations is not all there is to two questions being identical. 'l'l~creis, of coursc, a
relation between these two fiacts. Take an! two different properties which, in sonic
suitably chosen set of alternatives, apply to the samc objects in aH situations. Consequently, the question that is based on the first onc, will be eutensionallj. equivalent to
the question which is fbrnled fiom the second. But the questions are not the same, just
as the properties are not. For somcone might wonder what the extension of' the tirst
propcrty is without also wondering whicl~objects the second one applies to.
How would one incorporate this fact in something like Chierehia and lurncr's theory
of properties?"' Onc might think that oncc one has an intensional theory of properties
and/or propositions one automatically also has an intensional thcory of questions, sincc
questions are defined in terms of properties and propositions. What one jvould do, then,
is define possible worlds using the notion of a proposition and, given that, define
questions are equivalence relations on them. But this is in fact still an e.z.tewsiontr/approach
to the semantics of interrogatives: it still identifies any two extensionally ecluivalenl
interrogatives, i.e. interrogatives which have the same true answers evcrj~n~here.
T h e proper \tray to go about, then, is to extend property theory to a general theory of
intensional objects, which recognizes besides properties and prol,ositions, also relations,
individuals and questions. Another argument to thc cffcct t h a ~questions constitute an
intensional category in their own right, can perhaps be talcen from the m u t ~ ~dependal
ence of questions and ~~ropositions,
interrogatives and indicatives. lt is, at least so since
Frege, a commonplace to regard the sentence (statement} as a funclan~entalbuilding
block of language. But this is only part of the truth. One of the main functions of language
no doubt is to discriminate the actual world (state of affairs) among the possible ones. 13ut
this fi~nctionis triggered only when the question of whcrc the actual wo1.1d is located, is
raised in the first place. 'To be sure, the depcndencc is mutual, for raising a question
clearly presupposes the possibility of malting the discriminations which the question
calls for. So functionally, at least, questions and propositions ase mutually dependent, a
fact which we might see reflected in the f ~ c ttl ~ a tan extensional derivation of either
category to the other is doomed to fail. Within the context of a general theory of
intensional objects these considerations call for the introduction of a new basic typc in
ous ontology, that of questions, and for thc concomitant fi)rmalization of a new cxccnsionalization relation, between questions and propositions. This relation is, of course, the
relation of answerhood, i.e. the relation of being a con~pleteancl true senlantic answer.
But an account of that is another topic.

Notes
1 This paper is a further development of some ideas in Grocncntlijk and Stolihof (l084), cspccially
chaptcr Vl. Also, ~ a r i o u other
s
aspects of thc approach described 11cl.c arc exp1:lincd and dcfcndcd
there in more detail. We have refrained from bothering the reader with detiiilcd refkrcnces.
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This terminolog! ma! be slightlj, confusing. C:crlainly to the hlontogovian, the use of t w o
different nnlnes suggests lhat there arc two different underlying derivational processes at work.
Ho~vcver,this is not the case. Both readings are thc ~.csultof one and the sarnc dcrivationnl
process. It is the internal senlantic srructure of the tern1 phrase that is used that dctcrmines
~vliichreading is thc result. Moreover, notice that the tcvo readings, in a sense, arc not con~plcnicntary. T h e result we get if we use a term such as Imo i!f hzs~/i~icirr/.v
gives a choice reading, but
oncc a certain choice has been made H hat is requilacd is a list of pairs. Likewise, a siniplc proper
name can be view-ed as a t r i ~ i a lone-item list. In what follon.~,we will not go into the details of
the derivation of I?air-list and choice readings, since in this paper me are only interested in the
rele\-ant types.
Cf. Gazdar (19XO), Keenan and Faltx (1985), Partec and Rooth (1983).
An example is conjunction which functions as "addition". See Partee and Rooth (1983), Partec
(1086).
Notice that thc kex type is not necessarily thc niinilnal t!pc, in tlie sense of the leas1 comples
type, of an exl>rcssion. For example, the least coniplex type of proper names is e but their key
t>-peis ((e, t ) ,I ) .
See e.g. Ilausser (1983).
It should be noted that for interrogatives of the same kind, a categorial theory might obtain
correct results by appealing to the same niechanisrn that we bill propose to USC,viz, lifting
(see below). T ~ v oremarks are in order. First, in a sense such a move
against the nature
of the approach. Second, this observation does suggest an adjustment of' the use 01' coordination and entailnienc u-e arc making hcrc. !4s an evaluation measure i t works if' we constrain
tlie use of such t!-pc-shifting proccdures as lifting in order to account for coorcliniition. 'The
following sccnis intuitively justified, and prevents the move just mentioned: coordination
should be accounted for in tlic lolvest common t!-pe in which it respects "subdoniains" (scc
section 3.2).
Scc Karttunen (1 977).
See Bennett (1979) and Belnap (1982). Whiit is said hcrc about their approk~chis a kind of
rational reconstruction of just one aspect of it. The reader is urged to consult tl~cirpapers li)r
niore information.
Notice that son~c~liing
similar would hold for expressions of type e if the domain 1)'. \vould have
an entailment structure clefincd on it.
See c.g. Sralnakcr (1984).
&%gain,it should be notcd that this is not characteristic for coordination of interrogatives. T h e
same applics to other domains that are structured I)y cntailmenr. Cf, also notc 10.
See Partec and Rooth for another application of this rule. There is a difference in the way they
;~ccounth r wide scope or readings and the way in which we proceed. O n their analysis, thcrc is
m hat the!- call "function-argument flip-flop". We keep thc f~inction-arguiiic~it
structure intact.
For a moti\7atin~i,
see section 3.3.
See e.g. \an 13entheln (1986).
See e.g. Ades and Stecdnian (1082), van Uentheni (I986), Dowty (1988).
A clear and well-argued u s e is presented by Z~varts(1986).
For exomple, Mourtgat (1988) argues that wc need flexibilit?. in the n~orpholog?,and tlic "right
node raising" constructions discussed in Dowt) (1988) ma!. be presented i1s argunicnts for s o n ~ e
kind of flcxibilit!. in the syntax.
In hct, the distinction is rather particular to a functional formulation of type-thcchr!. I f n c norc
to use a relational version (see Muskens (1986) for an exposition kknd some ,lr-gumcnts in livour of
nt
using such a theor)), we would simply sa! that argument-lifting ma!- OpcriIte on an!, a r g ~ ~ m eof
a relation.
T h c restricted framc~vorlideveloped in I.andman and Moertlijl, (1083) sccnls to oll'cr a good
starring point.
Scc Chiercliia and Turner (1987).
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